THE MENDELSSOHNS
IN JÄGERSTRASSE
A TOUR OF THE EXHIBITION

The Mendelssohns
in Jägerstraße

Texts for the guide to the exhibition tour by Thomas
Lackmann. Design by André Leonhardt. Sponsored
in 2018 by a grant from Lotto-Stiftung Berlin on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Mendelssohn-Gesellschaft.
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Open daily from 12 noon to 6 pm (exceptions will
be noted under www.mendelssohn-gesellschaft.de)
The exhibition The Mendelssohns in Jägerstraße
was first mounted in 2004 as part of the Jüdische
Kulturtage (Days of Jewish Culture) by Sebastian
Panwitz and Ernst Siebel. It was developed further
by Thomas Lackmann together with the curators
Christiane Meister and Elena Sanchez.
Sponsored by
Lotto-Stiftung Berlin
Stiftung Preußische Seehandlung
Hermann-Reemtsma-Stiftung
Senatsverwaltung für Kultur (Berlin Senate
Administration for Culture)
You will find additional Mendelssohn exhibitions in
Berlin at the Museum Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf /
Villa Oppenheim, at the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin
(Potsdamer Straße Reading Room) and at the Dreifaltigkeitsfriedhof I cemetery near Hallesches Tor.

1729

Birth of Gotthold
Ephraim Lessing
1740-86 Rule of Frederick II
1750
Revision of Prussia’s
laws on the Jews;
death of Johann
Sebastian Bach
1756-63 Seven Years’ War
1769
Invention of the
steam engine.
1775-83 US War of Indepen
dence
1784
Immanuel Kant: “What
is Enlightenment?”
1729 – 88
1729

Birth of Moses
Mendelssohn
1743
Moses Mendelssohn
arrives in Berlin
1762
Marriage to Fromet
Gugenheim
1764-81 Birth of their children
Brendel, Recha, Joseph,
Jette, Abraham, and
Nathan
1767
Mendelssohn’s “On the
Immortality of the Soul”
becomes a bestseller
1783
Mendelssohn’s “Jeru
salem: Or on Religious
Power and Judaism”
is published
1786
Death of Moses
Mendelssohn

The exhibition “The Mendelssohns
in Jägerstraße” was first mounted
as part of the Jüdische Kulturtage
(Days of Jewish Culture) in 2004.
It was re-opened on a permanent
basis in 2006 in the “Remise.”
This space, originally designed as
a cash hall for Mendelssohn & Co.
by Martin Gropius and Heino
Schmieden in 1882, later served as
a carriage house and as a cafeteria
for the bank’s staff.
The tour of the exhibition proceeds
in a clockwise direction. Banners
with texts and photos explain the
individual topics. You will find
additional information on the exhibited objects in the boxes on the
display case side and on the music
stands.
This brochure will guide you
through the various topics and
epochs presented in the exhibition.
Although it is not set up chronologically, its timeline of key dates
will help you place the history of
the Mendelssohn family in a wider
historical context.

Living room décor from the home of Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, the banker who lived in the building
at Jägerstraße 51 and later at Französische Straße 35

The Jägerstraße
in Friedrichstadt
with the homes
and offices of the
bankers
1789

Outbreak of the French
Revolution
1791
Death of W. A. Mozart
1804
The Code Napoleon is
issued; emancipation
of the Jews in France
1806
Prussia is defeated by
Napoleon
1806-14 French occupation of
Hamburg
1806
End of the Holy Roman
Empire of the German
Nation
1789 – 1811
1795

Foundation of the Mendelssohn Bank in Berlin
1797 	
Abraham Mendelssohn
trains as a banker in
-1803
Paris
1799
Divorce and departure
from Berlin of Brendel
Veit, née Mendelssohn;
the Mendelssohn
bank grants a loan to
fund Alexander von
Humboldt’s expedition
to South America
1804-11 The Mendelssohn Bank
operates in Hamburg
1805/09 Birth of Fanny and
Felix Mendelssohn in
Hamburg
1808/10 Conversion to Catho
licism by Dorothea
(Brendel) and Friedrich
Schlegel, as well as by
Jonas and Philipp Veit
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The Friedrichstadt district, laid out in a grid pattern in the early 18th century, became the trendiest address of its day with its many luxury shops,
banks, and salons. In 1815, the Mendelssohn bankers moved their firm into a rented building at
Jägerstraße 51, between two Prussian state banks.
By the time of the 20th century, the banking family had owned six buildings along this street at
various times.

The crane with the stone, family emblem of the Mendelssohns, used on a
leather armchair owned by Laura Mendelssohn, wife of the publisher.
Bookplates from the collection of her publisher son, Walter Mendelssohn.

1812

The Edict of Emancipation grants civil rights
to the Jews in Prussia
1813-15 Wars of Liberation
against Napoleon
1814-15 The Congress of Vienna
German students at the
1817
Wartburgfest festival call
for national unification
1819
Anti-Jewish pogroms
in Germany
1821-29 Greek War of Indepen
dence
1827
Death of Ludwig
van Beethoven
1827/28 Alexander von
Humboldt holds his
Cosmos Lectures

Excursus:
A banker’s son
becomes
a publisher
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1812 – 1830
1815-19

Mendelssohn & Co.
handles war-reparations
business
1816/22 Baptism of Abraham
Mendelssohn’s children,
conversion of Abraham
and his wife
1817
The Nazarene painters
create their frescoes
for the Casa Bartholdy
in Rome
1822
Abraham Mendelssohn
exits as partner of the
bank
Formation of the Berliner
1823
Kassenverein banking
association under
the aegis of Joseph
Mendelssohn
1826
Felix MB composes
his “Overture to a
Midsummer Night’s
Dream”
1829
Marriage of Wilhelm
Hensel to Fanny MB;
Felix MB conducts
St. Matthew’s Passion
by Johann Sebastian
Bach

The Jewish bank founder Joseph Mendelssohn had
been forced to become a merchant in order to secure his Prussian residency permit, even though
his father would have preferred to see him become
a scholar. Joseph’s grandson Hermann, though the
eldest son, did not take over the bank from his father, senior director Alexander Mendelssohn, but
became a publisher in Leipzig instead. He published works by and about Moses Mendelssohn
as well as the letters of his famous uncle Felix,
along with books on history, theology, and the
natural sciences. His wife Laura, who decorated
leather arm chairs with pokerwork as a hobby,
used the Mendelssohn family emblem–the crane
clutching the stone–as a motif. Their son Walter,
an aficionado of bookplates, carried on the publishing house’s operations.

The banker Ernst (von) Mendelssohn Bartholdy, painted by Ludwig Passini.
His sister Fanny von Richthofen, painted by Adalbert Begas.

Ancestral portrait
gallery of the
bankers and their
daughters
1829/45 Catholics and Jews are
emancipated in England
1830/47 The Tailors’ Revolt and
Potato Rebellion in Berlin
1832
Death of J. W. v. Goethe
1835
The first German railway
line opens
1837
Dismissal of the liberal
professors known as
the “Göttingen Seven”;
invention of the telegraph
1844
Revolt of the Silesian
weavers
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1831 – 1847
1835

Death of Abraham
Mendelssohn Bartholdy
1840
The Mendelssohn Bank
begins expanding its
business in Russia
1830-47 Fanny Hensel oversees
the Sunday concerts at
Leipziger Straße 3
1833/35 Felix MB serves as
music director in Düsseldorf and as director
of the Gewandhaus
Orchestra in Leipzig
1843
Philipp Veit resigns as
director of the Städel
Museum after a dispute
over cultural policies
1846
Arnold Mendelssohn
is on the run from the
police after becoming
entangled in the
“Cassette Affair”
1843-45 Georg B. Mendelssohn
edits the writings of his
grandfather Moses
1847
Death of Fanny Hensel
and Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy

The portraits that were displayed in the Ancestors’ Gallery of the bank emphasized tradition
and probity. The paintings that hung in the family’s living rooms, meanwhile, served to remind
later generations of their commitment to a
shared legacy. In this part of the exhibition, the
photos of the bankers on the banner are supplemented by paintings of the Jewish banker Joseph
(first generation of bankers) and Alexander Mendelssohn (second generation), along with their
baptized relatives Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
(second generation) and his son Ernst (third generation). The life stories of the latter’s sisters
Käthe, Fanny, and Pauline give us broad insights
into the lot of women in the 19th century.

The oldest portrait of the devout and learned Jew Moses Mendelssohn (1767).
The so-called Turkish Cross, a souvenir from Italy that Fanny Hensel kept in her music room.

1848

1850
1853-56
1861-65
1864
1870/71
1870
1871-73
1876

The Communist
Manifesto by Karl Marx
is published; uprisings
in Paris and Berlin; the
German National Assembly convenes in St.
Paul’s Church
Richard Wagner publishes “Judaism in Music”
Crimean War
US Civil War
Second Schleswig War
Franco-Prussian War;
foundation of the Second
German Empire
Unification of Italy, end
of the Papal States
Rapid German indus
trialization during the
so-called Gründerzeit
The term “anti-Semitism”
is coined

Excursus:
The religious
faith of the
Mendelssohns
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1848 – 1880
1848

Death of the banker
Joseph Mendelssohn;
his son Alexander
becomes senior partner
of the bank
The building at Leipziger
1850
Str. 3 is sold to the government; Mendelssohn
& Co. expands its
business in the railway
sector and in Russia
1849-54 Arnold Mendelssohn
goes into exile in the
Middle East, serving
as a physician
1867
Agfa is co-founded
by Paul Mendelssohn
Bartholdy
Sebastian Hensel opens
1875
the Hotel Kaiserhof
1876
Hensel’s Die Familie
Mendelssohn is published
1879
The first German Music
Prize is endowed by the
heirs of Felix MB

The title of this Excursus–written on the hanging
banners in Hebrew, Latin, English and German
–refers to the Mendelssohn family’s wanderings
and conversions between cultures and faiths and
follows them into exile in some cases. The first
display case contains books about the generation
of the family patriarch Moses and portraits; directly opposite is a plaster cast of his marble bust
on the original, somewhat damaged pedestal.
Two additional display cases present objects that
illustrate the differing pace of Christian con
version among the descendants of Joseph and
Abraham Mendelssohn, respectively. The drawings in the corner illustrate the Catholic path
taken by Dorothea Schlegel and her sons.

A bust of Alexander von Humboldt in his younger years.
A letter written by the scholar-explorer as an old man, in which he
invites himself to sup with the Mendelssohns in Jägerstraße.

1883
1888

Death of Richard Wagner
The year of the three
emperors: Wilhelm I,
Friedrich III and
Wilhelm II
1890
Reich Chancellor
Bismarck resigns
1894
The anti-Semitic “Dreyfus Affair” grips France
1897
The first Zionist Congress convenes in Basel
1905/17 Russia is rocked by two
revolutions
1914-18 World War I
1917
The USA enters the war;
the Balfour Declaration
on Palestine is issued
1918
The Weimar Republic is
declared

The banking
house’s hostesses
and their network
of guests
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1880 – 1918
From
1880

Mendelssohn & Co.
leading bank in the Russian banking business
1888/ 	
The bankers Franz
92/1907 Mendelssohn the Elder,
Ernst MendelsohnBartholdy and Otto
Mendelssohn Bartholdy
are elevated to the nobility by Kaiser Friedrich III
and Kaiser Wilhelm II
1890s
The Mendelssohn
bankers move into villas
in the Grunewald district
of Berlin and in Börnicke
1892
The last new building is
built for Mendelssohn
& Co. in Jägerstraße
(house number 49/50)
1899
The banker Robert von
Mendelssohn acquires
the precious Piatti Cello
1904
Headed by Franz
Oppenheim, Agfa and
two other chemical
companies form the
alliance Dreibund

The busts in the exhibition hall portray some of
the prominent contemporaries who were guests
of the bankers at No. 51 Jägerstraße. They also
testify to what may be called a “civic religion” of
the Mendelssohns–a network of social responsibility and civic engagement that formed a
common bond among all these friends and business partners. Three wives of the first, second,
and third generations of bankers are shown on
the banners at the front of the room. While their
husbands tended to the family business, these
matriarchs coordinated their illustrious social
circles as “interior ministers” behind the scenes.

Rediscovered: a gouache by Sebastian Hensel (circa 1851) showing Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy’s forgotten summer villa in Charlottenburg. In the goat-drawn cart: his children Ernst, Pauline, Käthe, and Gotthold

1920

1922
1923
1925
1927
From
1929

Foundation of the
League of Nations;
formation of the Nazi
Party (NSDAP) in Munich;
the Kapp putsch in
Berlin
Murder of Foreign
Minister Rathenau
Hyperinflation
Adolf Hitler’s Mein
Kampf is published
The Chinese Civil War
breaks out
The US stock market
crashes, triggering a
global depression;
Forced collectivization
in the Soviet Union

The parallel worlds
and arts patronage
of the Mendelssohn
bankers
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1919 – 1932
1920
1921

1922

1925
1929

1931

Mendelssohn & Co.
opens a branch office
in Amsterdam
Franz von Mendelssohn
the Younger becomes
chairman of the
Association of German
Chambers of Industry
and Commerce
Albrecht Mendelssohn
Bartholdy founds the
Institut für Aussenpolitik
in Hamburg and edits
the magazine Euro
päische Gespräche
Formation of I.G. Farben
with the participation of
Agfa
The Moses-Mendels
sohn-Stiftung for the
humanities is founded
and an anniversary
edition of the works of
Moses Mendelssohns
is co-sponsored by
Mendelssohn & Co.
Franz von Mendelssohn
the Younger becomes
president of the Inter
national Chamber of
Commerce

The Mendelssohn family is unique in how they
were able to combine culture and commerce.
They had a keen sense of social responsibility
when it came to their business dealings and were
also active at a personal level as accomplished
amateur musicians, art collectors and patrons,
mentors of gifted individuals and benefactors of
cultural institutions. The bankers also balanced
out their urban office bustle with life in the country, building, improving, and enjoying a number
of summer estates. Eventually, they would give
up their downtown residences and relocate full
time to newly built villas in the suburban district
of Grunewald and to the manor of Börnicke near
Bernau.

The yellow star of the banker Otto von Mendelssohn Bartholdy.

1933

Hitler comes to power;
books are burned to
combat the so-called
“Un-German Spirit”
1935
The Nuremberg race
laws are passed
1936-38 Stalin unleashes the Great
Terror in the Soviet Union
1938
Kristallnacht and the
November pogroms
1939-45 World War II
1940
Tripartite Pact between
Germany, Italy, and Japan
Germany invades the
1941
Soviet Union; the depor
tations of Jews begin;
Hitler declares war on
the United States
1942
The Wannsee Conference
on the “final solution to the
Jewish question”
1943
The Wehrmacht capitulates at Stalingrad
1944
An attempt is made on
Hitler’s life (July 20th).
1945
The Auschwitz concen
tration camp is liberated;
Germany surrenders;
atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki; the
United Nations is founded

Persecution
and rediscovery
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1933 – 1945
1933
1935

1938
1942

Death of the composer
Arnold Mendelssohn
the Younger
Francesco and Eleonora
von Mendelssohn
emigrate; death of the
bankers Paul von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and
Franz von Mendelssohn
Liquidation of Mendelssohn & Co
Death of Marie-Louise
Hensel while under
arrest by the Gestapo;
Elisabeth Westphal
commits suicide to
escape deportation;
the assets of Otto von
Mendelssohn Bartholdy
are expropriated

As a German family of Jewish origin, the Mendelssohns experienced persecution, discrimination,
and expropriation in the Third Reich. Most were
able to survive by either emigrating or adjusting
and going undercover, sometimes changing their
names. The bank was “aryanized” and the building
at Jägerstraße 51 taken over by the Reich Finance
Ministry. Many of these life stories playing out
between 1933 and 1945 have yet to be properly
researched. The fate of Otto Mendelssohn Bartholdy, a grandson of the composer Felix, is told
by the objects in the display case: Once a shareholder and Supervisory Board member of the
chemical giant I.G. Farben, the former banker only
narrowly escaped deportation.

Two gifts from the year 1829: A pendulum clock acquired by Abraham Mendelssohn Bartholdy on a
business trip for the marriage of his daughter Fanny to Wilhelm Hensel, and an inkwell which the
salonière Sara Levy presented to her great-nephew Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy (the inscription reads
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream 1829”).

1946-49 The Nuremberg War
Crimes Tribunal is in
session
1947
Start of the Cold War
1948/49 West-Berlin airlift
1948/49 The state of Israel is
founded, along with the
West and East German
republics
1948/49 Arab-Israeli conflicts
/56
1952
First TV broadcasts in
West and East Germany
1955
Start of the Vietnam War
1961
The Berlin Wall is built
1961-62 Eichmann trial in Jerusalem
1963-65 Auschwitz trials in
Frankfurt am Main
1945 – 1966
1945

The Soviets expropriate
the MendelssohnBartholdy manor house
in Börnicke
1945/49 Second expropriation
of Otto von Mendelssohn Bartholdy by the
Soviets; Otto dies in
Basel
1949
Eleonora and Giulietta
von Mendelssohn
attempt to obtain restitution
1951
Death of Eleonora von
Mendelssohn in New
York
1966
Hugo von Mendelssohn
Bartholdy endows the
Mendelssohn Archive
at the Staatsbibliothek
zu Berlin

Excursus:
The parallel world
of the Mendelssohn
Bartholdys
at their Leipziger
Straße home
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The business partnership between the bankers
Joseph and Abraham Mendelssohn lasted 17 years.
In 1822, Abraham left the firm as well as the fold
of his Jewish religion, while adopting the new
surname Mendelssohn Bartholdy. Using part of
his wife Lea’s inheritance, he acquired the
Recksche Palais at Leipziger Straße 3. While Joseph Mendelssohn preferred to promote popular culture, the Mendelssohn Bartholdys took a
more high-brow approach with their Sunday
concerts in the garden room of the Palais. Although the brothers remained rivals of sorts,
Abraham’s son Paul later became a partner in his
uncle’s banking firm.

The group photo exhibited in the foyer was taken in 2007 to document the first reunion of all branches of
the Mendelssohn family since 1799. On this occasion, Felix Mendelssohn’s fragmentary musical comedy
Das Innere des Kontors received its stage premiere at the Remise. A video of the performance is available
to be played back at the media station. — The exhibition banner devoted to the “crane clutching the stone”
shows the crest designed for the first descendant of Moses to be ennobled. — The engraving in the reading corner is by Moritz Oppenheim and shows Johann Caspar Lavater and Ephraim Lessing with Moses
Mendelssohn in the latter’s home library (an imagined scene) at Spandauer Straße 68.

Additional
exhibits
1968

Widespread student
protests; Apollo II
lands on the moon
1979
The US series
“Holocaust” is shown
on television
1985
Historic address by erman Federal President
von Weizsäcker on the
“Day of Liberation”
(May 8th, 1945)
1989
Fall of the Berlin Wall
1990/91 	 Iraq Wars
/2003
1991
Breakup of the Soviet
Union; the World Wide
Web is rolled out
2001
The terrorist attacks of
9/11; war in Afghanistan
2005
The Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of
Europe (Holocaust
Memorial) is inaugurated in Berlin
1967 – 2017
1967

The MendelssohnGesellschaft is founded
Since
Publication of the
1972
Mendelssohn-Studien
1979
Herr Moses in Berlin,
the feuilleton features
of Moses Mendelssohn
by East German writer
Heinz Knobloch, appear in book form
2002
The Geschichtsmeile
Jägerstraße project develops the Mendelssohn site in Berlin
2004
The history of Mendelssohn & Co. is celebrated during Berlin’s “Days
of Jewish Culture”
The permanent exhibi2006
tion at the Mendelssohn
Remise opens
2007/12 Mendelssohn family
reunions are held in
Berlin at the invitation
of the Berlin Senate
Opening of the exhibi2013
tion “The Mendelssohns and their graves
at Hallesches Tor”

In the foyer you will find:
¨¨ a media station featuring recorded interviews on the family history, a video of the
performance of the musical comedy Das
Innere des Kontors (“Inside the Counting
House”), and a digital family tree;
¨¨ an additional banner on the significance
of the crane emblem;
¨¨ Photos of the two Mendelssohn family
reunions in Berlin in 2007 and 2012
(“250 Years of the Mendelssohn Family”);
¨¨ a reference library with Mendelssohnrelated literature;
¨¨ books for sale and additional informational
material;
¨¨ a digital presentation on the three
Mendelssohn composers at the writing
desk of Arnold Mendelssohn;
¨¨ a replica of the original memorial plaque
that used to identify the Berlin townhouse
of Moses Mendelssohn.

I

II

III

Moses Mendelssohn
& Fromet Gugenheim

Bella Salomon née Itzig, Sara Levy, née Itzig (daughters of
Daniel Itzig, grandmother and great-aunt of the MB children)

1729 – 1786, 1737 – 1812

1749 – 1824, 1761 – 1854

Joseph Mendelssohn
& Henriette „Hini“ Meyer

Dorothea Schlegel, née
Mendelssohn, divorced Veit

Abraham Mendelssohn
(Bartholdy) & Lea Salomon

1770 – 1848, 1776 – 1862

1764 – 1839

1776 – 1835, 1777 – 1842

Georg Benjamin Mendelssohn

Philipp Veit

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy

1794 – 1874

1793 – 1877

1809 – 1847

Alexander Mendelssohn
& Marianne Seeligmann

Fanny (née Mndelssohn) &
Wilhelm Hensel

1798 – 1871, 1799 – 1880

1805 – 1847, 1794 – 1861

Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
1812 – 1874

Rebecka Dirichlet, née Mendelssohn
1811 – 1858

IV

Hermann Mendelssohn
& Laura Gramich

Paul Mendelssohn Bartholdy

1824 – 1891, 1831 – 1917

Sebastian Hensel

Franz (von) Mendelssohn the
Elder & Enole Biarnez
1829 – 1889, 1827 – 1889

1841 – 1880
1830 – 1898

The siblings Gotthold and
Pauline Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
1848 – 1903, 1844 – 1863

Fanny von Richthofen, geb. M.-B.
1851 – 1924

Käthe Schelske, geb. M.-B.
1846 – 1906

Ernst (v.) Mendelssohn Bartholdy
1846 – 1909

V

Walter Mendelssohn

Paul von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

1860 – 1922

1875 – 1935

Franz (von) Mendelssohn
the Younger

Paul Mendelssohn Bartholdy
the Younger

1865 – 1935

1879 – 1956

Robert (von) Mendelssohn
the Elder

Otto (v.) Mendelssohn Bartholdy
1868 – 1949

1857 – 1917

Franz Oppenheim
1852 – 1929

VI

Francesco von Mendelssohn
1901 – 1972

Werner Bergengruen
& Lotte née Hensel

Robert von Mendelssohn the Younger

1892 – 1964, 1896 – 1990

1902 – 1996

Paul Kempner & Margarete
von Mendelssohn
1889 – 1956, 1894 – 1961

VII

Fritz Kempner

Cécile Lowenthal-Hensel

1921 – 2013

1923 – 2012

Hugo von Mendelssohn Bartholdy
1894 – 1975

Recha Meyer,
née Mendelssohn

Henriette (Maria)
Mendelssohn

Nathan Mendelssohn
& Henriette (H)Itzig

1767 – 1831

1775 – 1831

1770 – 1848, 1776 – 1862

Betty Beer, née Meyer
1793 – 1850

Arnold Mendelssohn the Younger
1855 – 1933

This excerpt from the family tree includes only those persons who are depicted in the
exhibition. Five of the six children of Moses and Fromet Mendelssohn had descendants of their own. Four of these branches continue to this day. The various family
members are listed vertically under their respective ancestors and are grouped into seven generations. Until the first third of the 20th century, the family’s genealogical charts
mainly showed the male (patronymic) branches.
On the occasion of the 2007 family reunion, the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin prepared a
genealogical chart showing the patrilineal and matrilineal descent over seven generations. A digital version can be viewed in the foyer of the exhibition and a copy can also
be purchased. The chart contains the data of roughly 750 persons. Many of the gaps
in the chart have since been filled. As a result, the seven-generation family tree for the
Mendelssohn exhibit installed in 2013 in a former chapel of the Dreifaltigkeit I cemetery
near Hallesches Tor includes data for twice as many people and is ten meters long. A
Swiss genealogist is currently working on a publication tracing the roughly 4,000 Mendelssohn descendants across twelve generations along with their life partners. Thus
far, the researcher has managed to contact roughly 750 of these individuals, about 600
of whom live outside of Germany.

Although the Mendelssohn bankers in Jägerstraße were involved in financing railway
construction and other ventures, they tended to shy away from industrial investments
from the 1870s to 1918. The most successful entrepreneur in the family was their relation Paul Mendelssohn Bartholdy the Elder. Trained as a chemist, this son of the composer Felix founded the Actien-Gesellschaft für Anilin-Fabrication (Agfa) in 1873, together
with his business partner Carl Alexander Martius. Afga was merged into the I.G. Farben
Group in 1925. The spectrograph shown here, a loan to the Remise exhibition from the
Mendelssohn Archive at the Staatsbibliothek, was used to analyze the properties of
crystals. It was given as gift to Paul Mendelssohn Bartholdy when he earned his doctoral degree in 1863. Until 1933, the descendants of Moses Mendelssohn were directly
involved in growing I.G. Farben into the world’s biggest chemical corporation as shareholders, Supervisory Board Members, directors, and legal practitioners.

